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. Chappelle - Civilizations accumulated knowledge 



Ellwood cubberly              . Rosenstock              .Gray               Smith Hughes         . Charles Proser            
- Lewis  - Hodkinson  

                                                                         



- John Dewey  - Marshal 
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. Perkins   . National Commission on Excellence in Education 
Nation at RiskA

. Arising tide of mediocrity   



- The unfinished Agenda

- Grubb, W,

- Grubb, W. Norton ( ). The New vocationalism. What it is, what it could be?

. Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills
. Workplace basics 



. Lankard 

. Contextualized teaching 

. Carl D, Perkins 

. Technical Preparation 

. Bragg 

.All aspects of an industry 



Rosenstock 
dual system

.

. Gregson  



- Rhoder  . French  . Carter  - Gehring



. Career academics   Clusters  . Career path 
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. Occupational high School 

. The Technical and Vocational Educational Initiative  



- David Young - National bard of  Educational and Consortia schools  - Dronkers 

- Howieson - National Certification - Competency-based education 

- Sedunary 
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- Pragmatism 
. Pierce
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